
Alvion Invented by Hogan 
 

History: 
At the time where the first Humans came to the Heartlands, founding the southern parts of Cormyr and Sembia, the 

mighty Elven empire of Cormanthyr was at its peek. But in every paradise there is a snake. From the north, the Elves 

were threatened by the undead hordes of the Lich Lord. Hidden in a secret citadel, the Lich Lord sent waves of undead 

against the borders of the Elven realm, shattering its strength and destroying the forest. As a tool to help their fighters 

against the forces of the Lich Lord, and in the end, against the Lich Lord himself, the Elves began the creation of 

Alvion, a mighty sword wrought out of enchanted silver and given powers against the dead and its minions. 

But at the time where Alvion was finished, the threat from the Lich Lord disolved, and the Lich Lord himself 

disappeared. Some say he was destroyed by a band of Human Adventures, some say the Gods themselves banished him 

from the world, but other says he lost a duel and was imprisoned, just to raise against the Elves again in the future. But 

as the threat was gone, the use for Alvion had passed, so the sword was given to a prince of the realm, who then again, a 

hundred years later, gave it to the Human Ranger, Manticor Kranz, for services to The People. What kind of services is 

unknown. Manticor took it with him back to the newly founded city of Saerloon where he established the beginning of a 

future merchant family. 

When Manticor died, the sword of Alvion was entombed in his grave where it was lost to the world for almost a 

thousand years, until the tomb was ravaged by thieves, and the continuing line of the Kranz family was put at stake. A 

group of adventures defeated the thieves and returned the loot, and as a reward Alvion was given to them by the spirit of 

Manticor, and once more the sword was carried into the world. 

 

Description: 

When dormant, Alvion has the form of a normal Longsword, with a strange silvery blade, and ditto handle. The silvery 

hue will stay with the blade, no matter what form it takes. Elven runes proclaiming its name are written on both side of 

the blade. 

 

Alignment: 

Alvion is a Chaotic Good weapon. Any evil characters picking it up will feel his hand glued to the hilt of the sword, 

which will slowly levitate to maximum height. At this point the sword disappears from the hand of the victim. It will 

appear again right next to the broken body of the would-be wielder, who didn't have any method to achieve a safe 

landing. 

If a wielder takes great repeatedly steps away from his alignment, the sword will try to overcome its owner, forcing him 

to give it away to a more suitable wielder. 

Alvion possesses an ego of 21, which it uses to gain control over wielders who are not worthy. 

 

Intelligence: 

Alvion possess a high (14) intelligence of its own. It is able to speak by itself, communicating fluidly in Common and 

Elf. It prefers to keep silent so many wielders will never know they had been carrying a talking sword. When it does 

talk, it is only to the wielder and then only by a limited form of ESP, and then again only in the most dire 

circumstances. The talk is mostly limited to small pieces of advice, short warnings against the power of an undead and 

so. If treated with respect, the sword can be drawn into a longer telepathic conversation, and has a storehouse of 

knowledge from its experiences of the last millennium.  

 

Powers: 

- Alvion is a magical weapon with a permanent +3 enchantment. 

- Its most obvious power is its ability to change its form on a silent command of the user. It can transform into 

whatever kind of blade the user decides, it can be as small as a knife or as big as a two-handed blade. If handled 

correctly, the blade can also be changed into other items than blades, as long as it will not humiliate the weapons 

ego. It could turn into a missile weapon, but will not provide any missiles. No matter what form the weapon takes, 

its' silvery color and enchantment will stay with the object. 

- Alvion also has the ability to Levitate its wielder on the command "Lift me". The sword is able to levitate up to 300 

pounds of weight up to 100 feet into the air, at a rate of 20 feet a round. The weight must be attached to the sword 

and the wielder must secure his grasp, thereby being unable to do most other things. 

- Since Alvion is created as a weapon against the undead hordes, it is imbued with the power to detect undeads. If 

undeads come within 100 feet of the sword, it will give off a warning according to the power of the greatest 

undead. If it's a lesser undead (Skeleton, Zombie, Shadow, Ghoul), the sword merely emits a humming which can 

be heard by anyone within 10 feet. If the undead in question has power equal to or greater than that of a Wight, the 

sword will start shining brightly as if a Light spell was cast on it (which can be seen far away). If its not in the users 

hand, it will jump from the scabbard and hang motionless in the air and glowing until commanded to stop. 

- Alvion does double damage against any type of undead. 

- If the sword by any change should come within 100 feet of the original Lich Lord it was created to slay, it will 

shine with the power of a Light spell, jump into the user’s hands and force him/her to attack the Lich Lord, using 

every ego point at its command. This will happen no matter what other enemies are at hand. 

- At command, Alvion can shine with the power of a Light spell. The spell will last until extinguished, but can be 

activated as many times as need be. 



Identification: 

Alvion is a difficult sword to properly identify. An Identify spell will only reveal the +3 enchantment, but hint that the 

sword is much more than that. 

A divination with a Legend Lore spell will cause the following rhyme to sound from the blade: 

 

Undead's bane 

Bane of the Lich Lord 

In darkness and danger 

Light will clear the road 

 

Further divination will be able to reveal the following information, always given in a cryptic way: 

 

Alvion was created in the sign of the Elves 

Made for battle against the forces of the Lich Lord 

The Bane of every undead 

 

The whole truth about the weapon and its powers can be gathered in pieces from old libraries and sages around the 

Realms. Its a long and hard task, but the complete information can only be found in the Lost Elven Library in ruined 

and monster haunted Myth Drannor, or in the Elven Libraries of Evermeet. Unless one of these would be visited, even 

Candlekeep will not reveal the entire information about the sword. 

 


